
affluent people
wealthy people
new costumers

agribusiness men
food retailer

cocoa’s path how to comunicate to these targets?
promotion of cocoa’s path

b2b
b2cpostcard-placard-new website for the tour-social network

mailing list-invitation pack with choco bars, event pass & info

shop

final step
where you
can taste

and buy
chocolate
dipped in a
peruvian 
mood of

colors and
sensation

berries are 
collected

 with machete

you hear the sound of the machete
 and walk on the floor earthy

berries on the
 earthy floor,

 background sound , 
daylight illuminates 

the room

the berry cocoa’s 
pulp is separated

 from its shell

you dip your hands in
 large tanks with berries feeling 

essential oils given off

tanks are embedded
 in the ground ,

 daylight in the shade

the berry dried 
under the sun 
to have a more

 vivid color

you feel warm and you will
 be blinded by the sunlight

Brightly light room,
 anti rain shelters ,
 light’s hot spots,
 saturated colors

beans are stored
 in a cool place,

 they’re toasted at
high temperatures
releasing aromas

You feel a strong wind
 and suddenly an aromatic dry heat 

in the first stage
 the room is white 

with fans .
 in the second phase

 it changes in orange 
with diffusing scent

the berries 
are transformed

 into cocoa powder 
then mixed and 

transformed
 into a thick paste

you mix cocoa powder and feel 
the dense and soft cocoa paste 

there are a bowl with
 cocoa powder ,

 a bowl with cocoa paste , 
the room is full of pillows 

and walls are covered 
with curtains

You feel a strong scent 
and you are illuminated 

by the reflection of a light

The cocoa paste 
undergoes

 three variations of
 temperature 

in abrupt steps

there are Crystals
 illuminated

 by spotlights 
and a shiny light

 brown wall paper .

You can pour the mixture into
 the mold and add an ingredient
 between the variety proposed

now The cocoa paste
 is semi liquid and

 it’s put into molds
 placed on moving webs

there are vibrating tapes 
with molds 

and a desk with 
 different 

topping’s containers


